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Submitted values are:

   ==Consumer Information==
     First Name: Mark
     Last Name: Edwards
     Address: 1265 216th Dr,
     City: Boone
     State: Iowa
     Zip Code: 50036
     Email Address: markedwarsds60@gmail.com

List of IUB Dockets: Other (please describe in field below)
Other Docket Not in List: HLP 2014-0001
Comments:
Dakota Access filing for increasing the flow rate on existing pipeline.
With 1.1 million barrels of toxic crude oil flowing through that man-made
(not many women would risk this arrogance) pipe we (you) risk unleashing such
an environmental impact that it is inconceivable to assess the damage,
especially if the more than just-us-people are included in the tally.  The
death of fish alone would be in the thousands, let alone turtles, frogs and
more species than we can even know.
This amount of toxic material flowing is equivalent to 1,925 MILLION GALLONS
AND HOUR having the potential to leak out into our land and water.  It is not
possible for us as humans to even understand let alone conceptualize what
millions of barrels or gallons even mean.  We can talk about equivalents in
football fields feet deep or play with how many Olympic swimming pools it
would fill but we can’t assess what that really means.
Where the pipeline crosses the Des Moines River just north of where I live
this leak, even a small one would be entering our public water supply for the
city of Boone and the surrounding county.  The spill has the potential of
even reaching our Capital city of Des Moines and would make the cost of the
flood of 1993 seem inconsequential.
The corporation claims it will be monitoring the leak electronically from
somewhere in Texas and have people in the state to turn off the valve in case
of a leak.  Before either of these remedies could be taken the spillage could
still remain in the millions of gallons.
Are we nuts?   We know the answer to this one already and so my question is
– Is there any hope you (we) will make the right decision and limit the
amount (if not stop it all together) which these few people’s corporation
profits will bring as compared to the public good?
After working for the Iowa Dept. of Natural Resources for 30 years and
watching the slow death of our public waters over the last 50 years I am
bewildered that we (you) would even consider, let alone approve the damage
this pipeline could cause.  It is beyond our (your) understanding of what
clean-up could even mean as it is impossible to clean up an oil spill.  You
can’t clean up the death of birth.
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The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://iub.iowa.gov/node/105/submission/4954
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